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Project 1

• We’re going to be spending time in discussing the project, and starting code reviews

• You will all be assigned two peer code reviews. You will also be given an opportunity to review my solution.
WebGoat

• Status seems a little uncertain. WebGoat 5.2 is released, 5.3 is still in beta (after several years), and downloads use 7zip format (windows only).

• Need clarification on 5.2 vs. 5.3
Project 2

• Install WebGoat and WebScarab
• Get WebScarab running. See how it works on WebGoat and some other web sites
• Complete the following WebGoat labs
  • code quality
  • Do at least one lab from each of at least 2 of the following topics
    • CSS labs
    • Injection flaws
    • session management flaws
• Plus one more lab from any topic (if you did labs from all 3 of the above topics, you are set)